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For what you did you deserve this.Â The mysterious note delivered to FBI agent Dillon Savich has

him and his partner, Lacey Sherlock, on edge, just as theyâ€™re starting an investigation into the

shooting of their longtime friend Ramsey Hunt. The San Francisco judge was shot in the back

during a high-profile murder trialâ€”and now Sherlock's and Savichâ€™s search for the truth will take

a shocking turn that no one could have seen comingâ€¦FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK
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The storyline was very interesting with some surprising twist. There were multiple law enforcement

characters from each agency introduced in the first couple of chapter Difficult to keep them

separated in the beginning, but became a bit easier as time went by. FBI from D.C., FBI from San

Francisco, SFPD, U.S. Marshals, CIA. The interaction between agencies was interesting. Also the

challenges encountered in a criminal investigation and frustrations faced by the characters seemed

to reflect real life.



Oh my Catherine thank you for this magnificent thriller. And to learn that Sherlock plays the piano.

But then to add a pedophile priest too much.Then more blood flowing makes me swear never take a

shower again or go to the bathroom either. Wow what an ending.

This was high energy, fast moving book. Very unexpected ending. You really need to be a Coulter

fan as she used her characters from her other books and their relationships as important part of this

book.

catherine coulter has a great story line with her FBI series and she has great characters with savich

and sherlock. the story has many twists and turns that are attention getting while still having those

lovely lighthearted moments that make you smile with their son sean. each new book introduces a

new set of characters that are interesting and distinctive in their strengths and personalities. coulter

is always a master of the plot twist that makes her stories difficult to put down and never

disappointing. the fears and terrors of her characters are easily felt, as well as the confidence and

intelligence of her agents.I thoroughly enjoy these books, but they are richer reads if you have read

prior works from this series.

I'm almost finished with this book and have found I'm having trouble keeping all the characters

straight but it could be my fault as spring has sprung (finally) in our area and the only time I get to

read is after I go to bed at night.

good book

In my opinion, Coulter's writing takes a real dive in this series. The first few books were great but

they just keep getting worse. The storylines are boring and frustrating and really hard to believe. Is

the FBI really that bad at tracking down killers? If so, then we are all in big trouble. I could barely

finish this one. Catherine, get back in the game!Â My Husband Ran Off with the Nanny and God Do

I Miss Her

Love the series, I'm binge-reading it now!
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